Gabrielle Walker
Interna onal Expert on Energy Strategy
"A leading expert on climate change and sustainable energy"

Gabrielle Walker is an expert strategist, writer and broadcaster who works with businesses to address global challenges, with a
par cular focus on sustainability, energy, mobility, ﬁnance, land-use, plas cs and the circular economy, and climate change.

TOPICS:

IN DETAIL:

New Energy Technologies
Energy Transition
Sustainability
Circular Economy
Global Climate Challenge
Investment Strategies for Climate
Change

LANGUAGES:
She presents in English.

WHAT SHE OFFERS YOU:

PUBLICATIONS:
2013 Antarctica
2008 The Hot Topic: What We Can
Do About Global Warming
2007 An Ocean of Air: Why the
Wind Blows and Other
Mysteries of the Atmosphere
2004 Snowball Earth: The Story of a
Maverick Scientist and His
Theory of the Global
Catastrophe That Spawned
Life As We Know It
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Gabrielle works as an advisor at boardroom-level with a wide range of companies,
helping to broker cross-sectoral collabora ons and turn good inten ons into real
ac on on the ground. She has presented dozens of TV and radio programs for the
BBC, repor ng from all seven con nents and has been Climate Change Editor at
Nature and Features Editor at New Scien st and has wri en very extensively for
many interna onal newspapers and magazines, including The Economist, Prospect,
The Wall Street Journal and The New York Times. She has a PhD from Cambridge
University and has taught at both Cambridge and Princeton Universi es. A selfconfessed "ice addict" Gabrielle has made more than a dozen trips to both poles.
She has also climbed trees in the Amazon rainforest and ﬂown in zero gravity.

The world is facing systemic challenges on an unprecedented scale, both public
and private ins tu ons are trapped in silos, with short-term and short-sighted
goals. Gabrielle works at the boundaries between these silos. Outside of unique
ideas and companies to invest in, Gabrielle clearly believes that there is hope s ll
in the face of this emergency and while we endeavour to save it, there are
business opportuni es to capitalise on along the way.

HOW SHE PRESENTS:
Gabrielle's passionate style of delivery is highly inspira onal and mo va ng. Her
presenta ons serve as an excellent tool for decision makers around the world.
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